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"Killing Time"
(Lovelock, Darroch, Steedman)

"Gimme, Gimme, Gimme"
(Celibate Rifles)

"Where Do I Go"
(Lovelock, Steedman)

"Ice Blue"
(Lovelock, Darroch, Steedman)
Performed by The Celibate Rifles
All songs published by Hot Music
Courtesy of Hot Records and The Celibate Rifles

"So Young"
(Camilleri, Burston, Faehse)
Performed by Joe Camilleri
Published by Mushroom Music and Warner Chappell Music Group

"Ain't Nobody"
(Camilleri, Smith)
Performed by Joe Camilleri
Published by Rondor Music and Warner Chappell Music Group

"The Radio Song"
(Dowler, Yates)
Performed by Young Modern
Published by Sung Modern Music
Courtesy of Top Gear Records

"Little Suzy"
(Thomas)
Performed by Bored
Courtesy of Grown up Wrong!/Dog Meat Records

"I'm Interested In Apathy"
(This is Serious Mum)
Performed by This is Serious Mum
Published by Wham-a-lam Records
Courtesy of Elvis Records



Steel Guitar Instrumental
Performed by Joe Camilleri
Published by Rondor Music

Symphony No. 9 in E minor, Opus 95
(A. Dvorak)
Performed by Christophorus Symphony Orchestra, Stuttgart
(Conductor: Patrick Strub)

Divertimento in D major, K 136
(W.A. Mozart)
Performed by Stuttgarter Kammerorchestra
(Conductor: Patrick Strub)

"The Messiah"
(G. F. Handel)
Performed by The Victorian Concert Choir
and The Camerata Orchestra
(Conductor: Douglas Heywood)

There’s no underscore or composer. The music track consists of found music, a mix of 
Australian pop and punk and classical tracks.

Dvorak’s 9th symphony plays the role of underscore. As befits the low budget, the 
supplier of the performance was probably selected for reasons of economy - in a few 
places audience noise can be heard in the performance.

The Christophorus Symphony Orchestra Stuttgart is a student orchestra, and Patrick 
Strub’s biography here gives a few details of him and the band:

In 1947, Patrick Strub was born into a family of musicians. He initially studied 
musicology and psychology in Munich and subsequently violin in Hamburg and Rome. 
In addition to this he followed the conducting classes of Wilhelm Brückner-Rüggeberg 
in Hamburg and later of Franco Ferrara in Siena, where Patrick Strub was awarded the 
diploma at the International Conductors Course as an outstanding artist.
Strub has been artistic director of the Christophorus-Symphony-Orchestra Stuttgart 
since 1979. It is made up of students from all faculties and prospective professional 
musicians, and has become, under his direction, one of the most important student 
symphony orchestras in Southern Germany. The excellent artistic results of this fruitful 
co-operation is shown not only in their regular concerts in Stuttgart but by touring in 
many countries such as Spain, Italy, Switzerland but also in Australia, New Zealand, 
China.
In 1984 Patrick Strub received his first invitation to the United States of America to 
conduct at the prestigious traditional Sewanee Music Festival in Tennessee. In the 
same year, he founded ”arcata stuttgart“, his professional chamber orchestra. To date 
he has given over 600 concerts with arcata, both at home and abroad (across Europe, 
in the Near East, Central America, East Asia and Australia). This very fruitful 
collaboration has produced numerous radio recordings and CD’s (on the Hänssler 
Classic label) as well as many appearances at important national and international 

http://www.patrick-strub.de/biographie/en/


festivals.
Since 1986, Patrick Strub has regularly been invited to conduct in the United States of 
America and in Australia. In 1987 he was the first ever-invited conductor to lead an 
immensely successful concert tour of the United States and Canada of the Stuttgart 
Chamber Orchestra with concerts in sixteen cities; this was followed by a subsequent 
tour to the United States in 1988.

For more details follow the link.

(Below: conductor Patrick Strub)

There’s something of an in-joke at work in the appearance of Joe Camilleri as the 
busker. Camilleri was the partner of Micki Camilleri, who appears in the film as Steve’s 
wife, Judy, and his appearance is, in dramatic terms, gratuitous.

Camilleri is too well known as an enduring and engaging Melbourne based musician to 
dwell on here. He has a detailed wiki here, and at time of writing, an eponymous 
website here.

(Below: Joe Camilleri as he appears in the film - the first two black and white photos 
were publicity shots for the film).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joe_Camilleri
http://joecamilleri.com.au/bio/







